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Abstract I survey the literature post Ledyard (Handbook of Experimental Economics, ed. by J. Kagel, A. Roth, Chap. 2, Princeton, Princeton University Press,
1995) on three related issues in linear public goods experiments: (1) conditional cooperation; (2) the role of costly monetary punishments in sustaining cooperation and
(3) the sustenance of cooperation via means other than such punishments. Many participants in laboratory public goods experiments are “conditional cooperators” whose
contributions to the public good are positively correlated with their beliefs about the
average group contribution. Conditional cooperators are often able to sustain high
contributions to the public good through costly monetary punishment of free-riders
but also by other mechanisms such as expressions of disapproval, advice giving and
assortative matching.
Keywords Public goods · Conditional cooperation · Monetary punishments ·
Non-monetary punishments · Moral suasion · Sorting
JEL Classification C71 · C91 · C92
1 Introduction
I provide an overview of developments in the experimental literature on linear public
goods games since the survey undertaken by Ledyard (1995).1,2 I will structure my
1 The dilemma inherent in this game is highlighted by Olson (1965). See Andreoni (1988), Isaac et al.

(1984, 1985), Isaac and Walker (1988a, 1988b), Kim and Walker (1984) and Marwell and Ames (1979,
1980, 1981) for some of the early experimental studies in this area.
2 Ledyard (1995, p. 112) provides a succinct description of how a generic linear continuous public goods

game is implemented. Most readers will be well acquainted with this. Here I provide a brief description
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survey around three distinct but related ideas. These are: (1) findings regarding the
heterogeneity of social preferences among participants and in particular the concept
of conditional cooperation; (2) the use of costly monetary punishments in sustaining
cooperation in this game and (3) the fact that cooperation can also be sustained via
mechanisms such as expressions of disapproval, advice giving and assortative matching.3
1.1 Where things stood circa 1995
Ledyard (1995) starts by providing an overview of the extant experimental literature
on public goods games till the mid 1990s starting with the influential early work undertaken in the area by Bohm (1972, 1983) as well by Robyn Dawes and John Orbell
and their colleagues (for instance Dawes 1980; Dawes et al. 1977, 1986; Orbell et
al. 1990), by Gerald Marwell and Ruth Ames (for instance Marwell and Ames 1979,
1980) and by Mark Isaac and James Walker (such as Isaac and Walker 1988a, 1988b)
and their colleagues as cited above. The findings of this line of work suggested that:
(1) In one-shot versions of the public goods game, there is much more contribution
than predicted in the Nash equilibrium of the game. Groups of participants on average contribute between 40% and 60% of the optimal level with wide variations in
individual contributions ranging from 100% contribution by some to 0% by others;
but (2) if the players interact repeatedly over a number of rounds then contributions
often start out at between 40% and 60% of the social optimum and decline steadily
over time as more and more players choose to “free ride.”
Ledyard then goes on to identify a number of factors that enhance cooperation
which include (1) communication, particularly that dealing directly with the problem
at hand; (2) the inclusion of a threshold and/or provision point and (3) the magnitude
of the MPCR; a higher MPCR increases contributions. He also discusses other factors
that might be expected to play a role but have little effect overall such as gender or
mostly as a reminder of terms and concepts that I will use in the rest of the paper. In a one-shot play
of the game, a group of n participants is told that each of them has an endowment of ω tokens. Each
participant i must make a contribution decision C (0 ≤ C ≤ ω) on how many of those tokens she wants
to contribute to a public account. Any remaining tokens are allocated to the private account. Contributions
by all the participants in a group are made simultaneously, without any communication and typically in
whole tokens. In addition to the tokens allocated to the private account, each participant i receives a fixed
percentage (α) of the total group contribution to the public account, where 0 < α < 1 < nα. The term
α is referred to as the marginal per capita return (MPCR) from the public good. At the end of a round
participants either get to see the individual contributions made by members of the group or the total (and
therefore average) contributions to the public account without learning the identity of the group members.
Each participant’s personal earning is the sum of the tokens kept in the private account plus the return
from the public account. If the game is repeated finitely then this one-shot game is played over a number
of rounds where each successive round proceeds in the same manner, starting with a new endowment of ω
for each participant.
3 Even when coverage is restricted to the period after 1995, the literature is still vast. I will focus only

on those papers that look at linear continuous public goods games. I will not be discussing papers in a
number of related areas such as those that analyze public goods with a provision point, prisoner’s dilemma
games or common-pool resource usage games. I will mostly focus on published papers, but I will discuss
a handful of unpublished papers because I thought that these papers were innovative enough to warrant
discussion.
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the size of the group; contrary to intuition larger groups are no worse—and may even
be better—at providing the public good than smaller ones. And in an anticipation of
the literature that followed he also presents models of behavior which incorporate
reciprocal motivations and beliefs about others’ contributions.
1.2 What have we learned since then?
At the expense of over-generalization I suggest that advances have been made on two
broad fronts. The first of these is a greater understanding of the fact that there are distinct types of players in such games who differ in their social preferences and/or their
beliefs about their peers, either one of which may be sufficient to generate behavior
not commensurate with the simple game theoretic prediction of free riding in such
situations. The most notable finding in the area is that many participants behave as
“conditional cooperators”, whose contribution to the public good is positively correlated with their beliefs about the contributions to be made by their group members.
This idea that there may be different types of players certainly did not arise de
novo and was foreshadowed in Ledyard’s concluding section and in other previous
studies. But there had not been a systematic exploration of the motivations behind
these types till that point. At the time Ledyard was writing his survey it was also
not entirely clear as to what factors lay behind the usual pattern of decaying contributions. This was variably attributed to kindness on the part of some and confusion
on the part of others (Andreoni 1995), the “warm glow” of giving (Andreoni 1990),
a combination of learning to play the dominant strategy and strategic play by selfinterested players (Andreoni 1988; Andreoni and Croson 2008) or decision errors of
various types (Palfrey and Prisbrey 1997 or Anderson, Anderson et al. 1998). Ledyard ends this particular section of his survey by suggesting that more research is
needed to understand the reasons behind contributions decay. We have now come to
realize that the usual decaying pattern of contributions can be better understood by
appealing to heterogeneity in the types of players interacting with one another.
Furthermore, recent experimental research has discovered that conditional cooperators are often willing to engage in punishment of free-riders even when such punishment is personally costly and confers no long-term benefits. They are also often successful in sustaining high contributions to the public good even without such costly
punishments via other mechanisms which can broadly be categorized as moral suasion (to borrow a term from Ledyard 1995) and/or assortative matching.4 See for
instance Axelrod (1986), Fehr and Fischbacher (2004a, 2004b, 2005a, 2005b), Fehr
and Gächter (2000, 2002), and Bowles and Gintis (2002) among others. Experimental
economists have in turn used their understanding of such type heterogeneity to design
better institutions that can help sustain cooperation. This is the part of the literature
that I focus on in the rest of this article.

4 For a shorter review of some of the issues discussed here—such as conditional cooperation and the notion

of altruistic punishments—see Gächter and Thöni (2007).
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The second major area of advance has been the development of theoretical models
of behavior in such games based on experimental findings in the area.5 These have in
turn prompted further experiments designed to test the implications and applicability
of these models to other games and situations. There are two distinct types of models
that have been developed to deal with such issues: (1) models that focus on distributional concerns such as those in Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels
(2000); and (2) intentions based models that focus on participants’ beliefs about each
others’ actions and a concern for reciprocity. The latter class of models include Rabin
(1993) and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004). Models that combine elements of
both include Charness and Rabin (2002), Cox et al. (2007, 2008) and Falk and Fischbacher (2006). A recent theoretical paper that does not quite belong to either group
is Ambrus and Pathak (2009).
Models incorporating distributional concerns such as Fehr and Schmidt (1999) assume that players are “inequity averse” in the sense that they experience “guilt” if
they receive a payoff that is higher than others (advantageous inequity) while they
experience “envy” if they receive a payoff that is smaller (disadvantageous inequity).
Utility functions are linear in the difference between these payoffs with disadvantageous inequity leading to higher losses in utility than advantageous inequity. The
Bolton and Ockenfels model also assumes that players care about relative payoff but
allows for non-linearity in the utility function. However, the results presented in Charness and Rabin (2002) among others raise questions about the conclusions or broad
applicability of such inequity aversion based models.
On the other hand, studies like Rabin (1993), Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004)
and Falk and Fischbacher (2006) develop models that explicitly incorporate first and
higher order beliefs—beliefs of player j about the strategies to be adopted by player
k as well as beliefs of player j about the beliefs of player k about the strategies to be
adopted by player j and so on—directly into the utility function.
A recent theoretical paper by Ambrus and Pathak (2009) extends the earlier
work by Kreps et al. (1982) in explaining cooperation in finitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma games. These authors assume that there are two kinds of players—purely
self-interested and reciprocal. The actual proportion of each type is common knowledge and hence there is no asymmetric information about types. The main feature of
the model is a reciprocity function whose arguments include past and current contributions of other group members. The authors show that as long as this reciprocity
function obeys certain regularity conditions, then there is a unique sub-game perfect
equilibrium in which contributions drop off over time. The model is able to explain a
number of observed regularities in behavior including the “re-start effect”.
In the interests of parsimony, I refrain from further elaborating on these theoretical
models, which makes this survey less than exhaustive. The rest of this paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 discusses the issue of conditional cooperation.
Section 3 examines the role of costly monetary punishments. Section 4 looks at how
5 These theoretical advances quite possibly deserve a separate survey of their own at this point. The chapter

on other-regarding preferences by Cooper and Kagel (2009) forthcoming in the second volume of The
Handbook of Experimental Economics discusses some of these models.
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mechanisms other than monetary punishments can also sustain cooperation among
either sorted or non-sorted groups. Section 5 concludes.6
2 Conditional cooperation
In this section I focus on experimental studies that explore the phenomenon of “conditional cooperation”.7 If we assume standard preferences then free-riding is the dominant strategy equilibrium in one-shot plays of the game; free-riding is also the subgame perfect equilibrium in finitely repeated games and evolutionarily stable. However alternative models of social preferences that incorporate beliefs and/or inequity
aversion show how conditionally cooperative behavior can emerge in this game.
Rabin (1993), building on the pioneering work of Geanakoplos et al. (1989) develops the concept of “fairness equilibrium” which explicitly incorporates the beliefs
that players hold about others’ actions. Rabin shows that once we allow for reciprocal
motivations on the part of the players, then it is possible to think of the public goods
game as a coordination problem with full contribution being an efficient equilibrium
and full free-riding an inefficient equilibrium with other equilibria in between.
One drawback of Rabin’s model is that it does not apply to sequential move games
as in finitely repeated linear public goods games. Both Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger
(2004) as well as Falk and Fischbacher (2006) provide a generalization of Rabin’s approach and develop the concept of “sequential reciprocity” which extends the notion
of conditional cooperation to finitely repeated games. The difference between these
papers lies in the fact that (1) Falk and Fischbacher incorporate both distributional
concerns as well as beliefs about others’ strategies and (2) Dufwenberg and Kirchsteigher allow for a more sophisticated Bayesian belief updating rule with players
maximizing utility at each node of the game while in Falk and Fischbacher (2006)
only initial beliefs enter into the utility function.
Conditional cooperation can also arise if participants are inequity averse as in
Fehr and Schmidt (1999) or Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). A participant with such
preferences will contribute more if he believes that his peers will contribute more due
to his concern for equity in payoffs.
There are a number of studies that provide evidence of such conditional behavior
using a variety of different means. One of the first direct experimental tests of this
type of conditional cooperation is provided by Fischbacher et al. (2001), henceforth
referred to as FGF.8 Given that this is a paradigmatic and widely replicated study,
I will dispense with a detailed discussion.
6 Many of the papers discussed combine multiple mechanisms and could fit into more than one section. In

such cases I have included those papers in the section that I deemed most appropriate.
7 For another review of the phenomenon of conditional cooperation using both lab and field experiments,

see Gächter (2007). This paper also discusses some policy implications of conditional cooperation in the
areas of tax evasion, tax morale, contributions to charity, etc.
8 Probably, the earliest study examining the concept of conditional cooperation is Kelley and Stahelski

(1970) which focuses on the phenomenon in the context of prisoner’s dilemma games. However, Bryan
and Test (1967) can also be construed as a study that examines the phenomenon of conditional cooperation
as embodied in the decision to help only when others are doing so, except Bryan and Test do not elicit any
information regarding beliefs.
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FGF find that 50% of their participants are conditional cooperators. However the
slope of the contributions profile for these participants lies below the 45 degree line.
This implies that while these participants are willing to match the average contribution expected of others in the group, they do not quite match the group average dollar
for dollar, but exhibit a small amount of “self-serving” bias. FGF go on to argue that
it is the heterogeneity in player types that provides a rationale for why contributions
decay over time. They suggest that any given unsorted group of participants in an
experiment consists of both conditional co-operators and free-riders. Conditional cooperators with optimistic beliefs regarding the contributions to be made by their peers
will contribute to the public account. But over time as they begin to discover the heterogeneity in types and particularly the presence of free-riders they will reduce their
contributions leading to the decaying pattern in contributions.
However, a number of other studies also explore such conditionally cooperative
behavior and were published within close proximity of each other and of FGF. In all
likelihood the first authors to actually use the term “conditional cooperation” were
Sonnemans et al. (1999). They extend the classic “partners” versus “strangers” paradigm introduced by Andreoni (1988). Participants play for 36 rounds in groups of
four. Group composition remains constant for a minimum of three and a maximum of
12 rounds. Groups change only gradually, with at most one subject at a time leaving
the group with replacement and the timing of departure is common knowledge. This
design feature is crucial because a subject leaving a group is guaranteed not to interact with his former group members again and so there is no incentive to engage in
strategic behavior in the last period before leaving the group, while strategic behavior
is still possible in other periods. Hence, this design is a combination of a partners and
a “real” strangers treatment. It enables a comparison “between subjects” by looking
at participants who leave a group and those who stay and “within subjects” by analyzing how the same person behaves in the last period in an old group and the first
period in a new group.
The authors find evidence of strategic behavior in that there is a sharp decline in
contributions in the last period prior to leaving a group but they also find evidence of
conditional behavior in that subjects who expect others to contribute also contributed
themselves.
Keser and van Winden (2000) replicate Andreoni’s (1988) study using the “partners” versus “strangers” paradigm. Their main contribution lies in recognizing that
participants do not behave either as free-riders or as altruists but rather in an inherently conditional manner. Participants use information about the average group contributions as an anchor for their own future contributions. In both treatments, about
80% of the participants behave in a conditional manner; those who are above (below) the average in one round decrease (increase) their contribution in the following
round.9
9 Croson (2007) explores different motivations behind the desire to contribute to a public good. These in-

clude theories of commitment, altruism and reciprocity. Croson suggests that participants are primarily
motivated by reciprocal tendencies. Furthermore, when participants are shown the distribution of the contributions made by other members of the group, the data suggests that the participants try to match the
median or the mean contribution in the group, rather than the minimum or the maximum.
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Brandts and Schram (2001) use a “contribution function” approach similar to the
one developed by Palfrey and Prisbrey (1997). Here the returns from the private account and public accounts varies so that for some values of the MPCR the dominant
strategy is to free-ride while for others it is to contribute the entire endowment.10
Participants are expected to switch from the latter to the former at a particular value.
Brandts and Schram argue, contrary to Palfrey and Prisbrey (1997), that decision
errors cannot be the primary driving force behind cooperation and that some participants behave in a conditionally cooperative manner while some others seem to be
driven by self-interest. It is the interaction between these two groups that is important
in explaining the temporal pattern of contributions.
It should be noted that FGF’s implementation of the public goods game is different
from the usual approach, as in Sonnemans et al. (1999) or in Keser and van Winden
(2000), in the sense that FGF rely on the “strategy method” (Selten 1967).11 One
way to think about the difference between these two approaches is the following.
Keser and van Winden (2000) study reciprocal behavior by looking at the extent to
which participants’ behavior is conditional on the past behavior of their peers, with
all decisions being payoff relevant. Fischbacher et al., on the other hand, look at
how participants respond to their own prior beliefs about the behavior of their peers.
In the latter case, some decisions will not affect the participants’ payoff. There is
controversy regarding the consistency between the “hot” responses elicited directly
by observing responses to others’ behavior as opposed to the “cold” responses elicited
via hypothetical questions. Brandts and Charness (2009), following up on their earlier
work in Brandts and Charness (2000), analyze a number of studies that compare such
direct versus indirect elicitation of responses and conclude that by and large these
two types of responses are consistent more often than not.
Fischbacher and Gächter (2009, 2010) extend the FGF study by asking: when a
particular participant indicates that he would contribute more if his peers in the group
did so too on questionnaires of the type used by FGF, do those responses match actual
behavior when playing the same game for money? They analyze participants’ preferences using two different experimental treatments. In the P-experiment participants
first play a one-shot public goods game and then fill out a questionnaire stating how
much they will contribute to the public good conditional on the average contribution
of the other group members. In the C-experiment participants play 10 rounds of a
linear public goods game with random re-matching. At the end of each round participants are asked to estimate the other group members’ average contribution. In half
of the sessions participants play the P-experiment and followed by the C-experiment
(P-C treatment). This sequence is reversed in the remaining sessions (C-P treatment).
The authors find that 55% of participants are conditional cooperators while 23%
are free-riders. The results show a positive and stable correlation between the beliefs and contributions for conditional cooperators in both the C- and P-experiments.
Participants who are classified as conditional cooperators using the questionnaire approach in the P-experiment behave in the same way when asked to play for 10 rounds
10 Brandts and Schram use the term “marginal rate of transformation” which is the inverse of the MPCR.
11 The strategy method, introduced by Selten (1967) collects data by asking participants to respond to

hypothetical questions. Not all of the participant responses may be payoff relevant. This has the advantage
that it allows the experimenter to collect large quantities of data.
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in the subsequent C-experiment. The distributions of beliefs in the P-C or the C-P
treatments are not significantly different. Hence eliciting participants’ beliefs after
they have participated in the public goods game does not affect their preferences.
Fischbacher and Gächter go on to argue that it is the so-called “self-serving bias”
in conditional cooperation that leads to contributions decay. Even if an entire group of
participants consists of conditional cooperators, as long as each conditional cooperator tries to contribute a little less than others, this would lead to a fall in contributions
over time. Using simulations that rely on elicited beliefs, actual contribution patterns
and the belief updating rule discovered from the data (beliefs of subject j in period t
are based on a convex combination of j ’s beliefs in period t − 1 and the contribution
of other group members in period t − 1) they show that such “imperfect” conditional
cooperation is at the heart of the decay in contributions over time.12
Like Fischbacher and Gächter (2009, 2010), Kurzban and Houser (2005) also look
at the robustness of conditional cooperation using a more elaborate experimental design. They begin by first classifying participants into types according to their behavior in a linear public goods game. The authors then go on to observe if participants
remain true to type in a different public goods game.
There are four session with 84 participants who take part in a sequence of oneshot linear public goods games in randomly formed groups of four. Each game starts
with players making a decision regarding how to allocate their endowments between
a private account and the public account. Each contribution decision is followed by a
number of rounds each of which proceeds as follows: first, one player in each group is
provided with the current aggregate contribution to the public account and is afforded
an opportunity to change his allocation to the two accounts. Then the next player is
given the same opportunity and so on. Payoffs to participants in each game are determined by the final allocation of tokens between the private and public accounts at
the point where the game ends. The exact number of rounds that succeed each contribution decision is unknown to the participants. They only know that following the
initial contribution decision each participant will get at least one chance to change her
mind and that there is a 4% probability that the game will end after each subsequent
decision.
Each experimental session contains at least seven such games. This multiple elicitation of contribution responses is designed to see if there is attenuation in the tendency to behave in a conditional manner over time. Participants are classified as unconditional cooperators, free-riders and conditional cooperators on the basis of a plot
12 I should point out that while all groups seem to contain some free riders, albeit a minority, their presence

is not necessary for contributions to decay. For instance a self-serving conditional cooperator with optimistic beliefs who expects group members to contribute 8 tokens might contribute (8 − ε) tokens while
a pessimistic conditional cooperator who expects group members to contribute 2 tokens might contribute
(2 − ε) tokens but to the former the latter will appear as a free-rider leading to an eventual decay in contributions. In fact a recent paper by Chaudhuri and Paichayonvijit (2010b) suggest that the usual pattern
of decay is caused by participants essentially realizing that while many of them behave in a conditional
manner, the distribution of initial beliefs is very different. Those who have optimistic beliefs contribute
more and those with pessimistic beliefs contribute less. Over time the optimists reduce their contribution
while the pessimists actually increase their contributions but the contribution increases coming from the
latter are too small to offset the reductions from the former leading to contributions decaying over time.
This explanation is at odds with the one put forth by Fischbacher and Gächter (2009, 2010) or by Ambrus
and Pathak (2009).
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of the participant’s contributions against the average contribution to the public account he observed before making his own contribution, along the lines of FGF. 63%
are conditional cooperators, 20% are free-riders and 13% are unconditional cooperators.
The authors find that these classifications are stable by having the participants take
part in three additional games and find that those classified as free-riders contribute
less on average than their peers, cooperators more and conditional cooperators about
the same as their group members. Furthermore groups that consist of more cooperators generate higher contributions on average.
Burlando and Guala (2005) also test for the robustness of conditional cooperation
by having participants take part in four different tasks: (1) the “Strategy Method” used
by FGF; (2) the “Decomposed Game Technique” used by Offerman et al. (1996);13
(3) contributions to the public account in a repeated linear public goods game played
for 20 rounds and (4) a questionnaire.14 Overall, the outcomes of the four classification tasks are consistent. 35% are classified as conditional cooperators, 18% as
unconditional cooperators, 32% as free-riders and the remaining 15% could not be
classified.
Two studies replicate the FGF results with a similar experimental design but a
more heterogeneous participant pool. Kocher et al. (2008) recruit 36 participants,
in groups of three, from three different locations—North Carolina, USA, Innsbruck,
Austria and Tokyo, Japan. The majority of the participants act as conditional cooperators except that there are more of them among the US participants (81%) than among
those in Austria (44%) or Japan (42%). Hermann and Thöni (2008) recruit 160 participants at four separate universities spread across Russia, two in rural areas and two
in small cities. They find that overall 56% of participants behave as conditional cooperators, and only 6% as free riders. The distribution of preferences does not differ
significantly across rural or urban backgrounds and socio-economic conditions do
not seem to have an impact on the preference for conditional cooperation. Brandts et
al. (2004) also undertake a cross-cultural study with participants from Japan, Netherlands, Spain and USA, except, rather than using the FGF procedure they use the
13 The Decomposed Game technique (Griesinger and Livingston 1973; Liebrand 1984) has been widely

used by psychologists and economists in order to measure social values and attitudes towards cooperation.
Participants are asked to make 24 choices between pairs of allocations. Each participant knows that she
has been paired anonymously with another participant and the pairings remain unchanged for the entire
duration of the session. Each allocation consists of a number of tokens paid to the player concerned and
another sum paid to the other player. The token amounts can be positive or negative. A typical choice
may involve, e.g., a combination A = (75, −130) vs. B = (39, −145), where one must choose between
gaining either 75 or 39 tokens, with related losses on the other’s part of either 130 or 145 tokens. There
is no feedback concerning the other player’s choices. The final payoff is obtained by combining the 24
choices of each participant with those of the other player. Players are then classified into one of five possible categories—altruistic, cooperative, individualistic, competitive and aggressive—depending on their
choices in this allocation task. Offerman et al. (1996) use this decomposed game technique to classify participants into separate categories. In their study 61% of participants are classified as individualistic while
27% are deemed cooperative with relatively few people in the other categories. The authors then go on to
investigate the behavior of the different types in a step-level public goods game.
14 The questionnaire included questions such as (1) “What were you trying to do in the experiment (in other

words: what were your goals or objectives)?” (2) “Did you achieve your objectives?” (3) “What were the
other members of your group trying to do (what were their objectives)?” (4) “What was the scope of this
experiment (in other words, what were the experimenters trying to discover)?”
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contributions function approach pioneered in Brandts and Schram (2001). They report little differences in contributions across these locations and a recurring finding
of conditionally cooperative behavior.
Given the plurality of conditional cooperators in these studies, one interesting question to ask is what happens when conditional cooperators learn about the
presence of other conditional cooperators in the group. This is what Chaudhuri
and Paichayontvijit (2006) examine. They implement a between subjects treatment,
where in the control treatment participants fill out a conditional cooperation questionnaire similar to FGF and for some participants it is the response on this questionnaire
that is relevant. This is followed by three other treatments, where participants are
provided progressively more detailed information about the presence of conditional
cooperators in the group. The authors find that 62% of participants are conditional
cooperators. But more interestingly, there is an increase in contributions when participants are provided information about the presence of conditional cooperators and
this increase is most pronounced for the conditional cooperators themselves.15
2.1 Concluding remarks
The evidence presented in this section suggests that the many participants in linear
public goods games are conditional cooperators whose contributions to the public
good are positively correlated either with their ex ante beliefs about the contributions
to be made by their peers or to the actual contributions made by the same. The behavior of conditional cooperators deviates substantially from the game-theoretic prediction of free-riding in this context. Furthermore, the evidence suggests that conditional
cooperation is a stable preference type that is quite prevalent among participants and
the phenomenon is robust across cultures and the mode of elicitation of responses.

3 Sustaining cooperation by punishing free-riders
Fehr and Gächter (2000) study the efficacy of costly punishments using both “partners” and “strangers” protocol. Participants play for 20 rounds in groups of four—the
first 10 rounds without any punishment possibility and then the next 10 rounds with
punishment.16 In each round a participant has an endowment of 20 tokens and the
MPCR is 0.4. This study has been widely replicated and the experimental design is
15 For the sake of completeness I should point out another issue that has been raised in this context. This

has to do with the extent to which conditional cooperation is not a stable preference type but merely
a form of conformism. The tendency to copy the most prevalent behavior among a group is a robust
phenomenon, often because non-conformism can be psychologically painful. See for instance Asch (1951,
1955) and Moscovici (1985) among others. Carpenter (2004) and Bardsley and Sausgrüber (2005) suggest
that conformism may partially explain conditionally cooperative tendencies. But the evidence presented in
this section shows that there is clearly more to conditional cooperation than a mere desire to conform.
16 Yamagishi (1986, 1988) and Ostrom et al. (1992) also look at the role of punishments in sustaining

cooperation in social dilemmas. While these papers pre-date Fehr and Gächter, as mentioned above, I am
going to focus on the period since 1995 and therefore I will forego a detailed discussion of these earlier
studies.
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Table 1 Punishment levels and
associated costs for the
punishing participant in Fehr
and Gächter (2000)
Source: Fehr and Gächter (2000)
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well-known. I will provide a brief summary only, primarily because I need to refer to
aspects of this study when I discuss subsequent papers in this area below.
The second set of ten rounds has two stages in each round. In the first stage, participants play a standard linear public goods game. This is followed by a second stage
where players, having seen the contributions of others (but without learning their
identities) can choose to punish the other group members. Each punishment point
reduces the punished participant’s payoff by 10%, so that if a participant receives 10
or more punishment points then this participant’s earnings fall to zero. The punishment is costly to the punisher as well. Table 1 shows the cost associated with each
punishment point in terms of tokens.17
Figure 1 provides an overview of average contributions in the two treatments without and with punishments. Across all rounds and the two treatments the average contribution to the public good is 19% without punishment and 58% with punishments.
The average contribution in the last round without punishments is 10% but with punishments the average last round contribution is 62%. Fehr and Gächter (2000) also
find that punishments are primarily aimed at those who contribute less than the group
average in any round and the further below the group average is the participant’s
contribution, the greater is the magnitude of the punishment handed out to this participant.18,19
17 Studies implementing a punishment mechanism fall into one of two categories. Either they use a “within

subjects” design where the same participant takes part in two treatments, an experimental treatment with a
punishment option and control treatment without punishment. Others use a “between subjects” treatment
where some participants take part in treatments with punishment while others take part in a control treatment without. In what follows, every time I say that this is a “between subjects” treatment, it will imply
that besides the experimental treatments, one set of participants always take part in a control treatment,
where no punishment opportunity is available.
18 Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequity aversion can justify the use of costly punishments. Given

that free-riders are better off in payoff terms compared to cooperators, the latter may well be willing to
sacrifice a further part of their payoffs to punish the free-riders especially if that reduces the inequity of
payoffs between the two.
19 Fehr and Gächter (2002) extend the results obtained by Fehr and Gächter (2000) using a similar within

subjects design except with random re-matching in all sessions. In one treatment participants play 6 rounds
without a punishment option followed by another 6 rounds with the punishment option. This sequence
is reversed in the second treatment. Here each token of punishment reduces the earnings of the punished
participant by 3 tokens. Since participants are randomly re-matched at the beginning of each round theories
of reciprocity or costly signalling cannot explain cooperation and punishment in this environment. The
authors suggest that punishment in this context is “altruistic” in the sense that this punishment is costly to
the punisher but does not generate any immediate benefits for the current group members since groups are
randomly re-constituted at the end of each round. The results show that 84% of participants punish at least
once. Punishments appear to be triggered by negative emotions given that 74% of punishment is imposed
by participants who contribute higher than the group average on those who contribute lower than the group
average.
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Fig. 1 Average contributions without and with punishments in Fehr and Gächter (2000). Source: Fehr and
Gächter (2000)

While the papers by Fehr and Gächter show that costly punishments can indeed
raise contributions to levels above those attainable in the absence of such punishments, in those studies the participants do not get to choose whether punishments
are available or not. Gürerk et al. (2006) analyze contribution behavior in a public
goods game where participants can choose to be in either a sanctioning environment
(i.e. one which allows participants to punish their group members) or a sanction-free
environment.
Each round of this experiment consists of multiple stages. In stage 1, participants
have an opportunity to choose to be in either a sanctioning or a sanction-free institution. In stage 2 participants participate in a linear public goods game. The round
ends here for participants who choose to be in the sanction-free institution. Participants who choose to be in the sanctioning institution continue to stage 3 where they
can allocate either positive or negative sanction points to other members. A positive
sanction (actually a reward) awards the recipient 1 token and costs the sender 1 token.
A negative sanction (a punishment) costs the recipient 3 tokens and costs the sender
1 token. Participants receive feedback on earnings at the end of the round. The experiment consists of 30 rounds and participants are randomly re-matched at the end of
each round. This is a between subjects design and once participants choose to be in a
particular institution they do not learn the results of the other institutions.
In the first round of the game, a majority (63%) of the participants choose to
be in the sanction free institution (SFI) rather than the sanctioning institution (SI).
Participants who do choose to be in the SI, however, contribute on average 64% to
the public good which is significantly higher than the 37% contributed by those who
choose to join the SFI. Over time the SI becomes the predominant institution and
eventually close to 100% of participants chooses the SI. By round 10 of the 30 round
interactions, contributions in the SI increases to 90% and continues to go up from
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Fig. 2 Evolution of subjects’ choice of institutions and contributions over time from Gürerk et al. (2006).
Source: Gürerk et al. (2006)

there. In contrast, contributions in SFI decrease to zero. Averaged across all rounds,
contributions in the SI are 91%, significantly higher than the 14% in the SFI.
Moreover, not only do more and more participants migrate from the SFI to the SI
over time, migrating participants engage in high levels of cooperation and also very
quickly adopt the prevailing SI norm of punishing low contributors. Over time as the
amount of free-riding falls away to zero and the need for punishment diminishes,
the difference in payoffs between high contributors who do not punish free-riders
and high contributors who do punish becomes smaller, suggesting that “selection
pressures” against strong reciprocators become weaker over time.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of subjects’ choice of institutions and contributions
over the 30 periods of interaction. The average contributions in both institutions over
time are measured as the percentage of the endowment contributed to the public
good.20
20 Rockenbach and Milinski (2006) extend this line of investigation by analyzing the interaction between

punishment and reputation formation. In their main experimental treatment (called PUN&IR for punishment and indirect reciprocity), participants are put into groups of eight and interact for 20 rounds. In each
round there are four stages. In the first stage participants decide whether to allow for costly punishments
or not following the public goods game. In the second stage, they play the public goods game. In the third
stage, those who choose to allow for sanctions get to mete out and/or receive punishment points. Finally,
in the last stage, each participant plays a gift exchange game along the lines of Berg et al. (1995), both as
a sender and a receiver. But prior to sending money the sender learns about the receiver’s “reputation” by
receiving information about the receiver’s contributions in the public goods game in the previous stage and
about the amounts sent by the receiver in prior plays of the gift exchange game. There is a control treatment
(called PUN) where participants get to choose whether to allow punishments or not following the public
goods game but there is no gift exchange game after that. Their main conclusion is that both contributions
and efficiency are higher in the treatment that allows for both punishment and indirect reciprocity. Efficiency in this treatment averages more than 90% of the social optimum and is close to 100% during the
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Gächter et al. (2008) examine, using a between subjects design, whether the duration of interaction affects the efficacy of punishments by looking at two different
punishment treatments, one which lasts ten rounds (treatment P10) while the other
lasts fifty rounds (treatment P50). There are also two control treatments without any
punishment opportunities, one lasting 10 rounds (treatment N10) and the other lasting
50 rounds (treatment N50). Here each punishment point costs the punisher one token
but reduces the punished participant’s payoff by three tokens. What is particularly
striking in this study is that per period contributions in the P50 treatment are 25%
higher than those in the P10 treatment and 50% higher than those in the N50 treatment. Average net earnings are significantly higher in the P50 treatment compared to
the N50 or P10 treatments. Finally, towards the later stages of the P50 treatment, cooperation seems to become stabilized without much actual punishment being meted
out which results in punishment costs becoming negligible resulting in higher earnings in this treatment.
Walker and Halloran (2004) look at the efficacy of rewards and/or sanctions in
a sequence of one-shot games. The main innovation of this study is that both the
reward and the sanction can either be certain or uncertain. In the certain treatments,
each dollar of punishment (reward) reduces (increases) the recipient’s payoff by two
dollars. In the uncertain treatments, with each dollar of punishment (reward), there
is a 50% chance that the punished subject’s payoff will be reduced (increased) by
4 dollars and a 50% chance that the payoff will remain unchanged. There are five
treatments including certain and uncertain punishment, certain and uncertain reward
and a control treatment with neither.
However neither rewards nor sanctions—whether certain or uncertain—have any
significant impact on contributions compared to the control treatment, suggesting that
repeated interactions and the consequent dynamics have an important role to play in
sustaining cooperation with punishments. A one-off threat of punishment may not be
as effective.
Sefton et al. (2007) explore the relative efficacy of punishments and rewards as
well using a repeated public goods game and a between subjects design. They look at
treatments that allow for only rewards or only punishments or both. Here each dollar
given up in punishment (or reward) reduces (increases) the recipient’s payoff by the
same amount.
While the introduction of an opportunity to punish or reward group members has
a salutary effect on cooperation in that contributions in those treatments are significantly higher than those in the control treatment, the effect of sanctions is much less
pronounced compared to say the Fehr and Gächter (2000) results. In fact the treatment that generates the highest contribution allows for both rewards and sanctions.
However, the relatively low cost-effectiveness of the punishment mechanism implemented in this study—it costs $1 to punish another participant by $1—may have
something to do with its relative lack of success. As I argue in the next section, in
order to have an impact on contributions, the cost-effectiveness of punishments must
be sufficiently high.
last 10 rounds of interaction. In contrast when there is only punishment and no possibility to establish a
reputation, efficiency averages only about 75% and these differences are significant at conventional levels.
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3.1 On the cost-effectiveness of costly punishments
Nikiforakis and Normann (2008) suggest that the ability of costly punishments to
sustain high contributions to the public good depends crucially on the effectiveness
of that punishment, i.e., the factor by which each punishment point reduces the recipient’s payoff.
Nikiforakis and Normann look at four different experimental treatments where
each punishment point meted out costs the punisher one experimental currency unit
(ECU). But in treatment 1, each point reduces the punishment recipient’s income by
one unit, in treatment 2 by two units, in treatment 3 by three units and finally, in treatment 4 by four units. There is also a control treatment where no punishment mechanism is available. Participants are placed into groups of 4 and play for 10 rounds in
a “partners” protocol. In order to prevent reputation formation, given fixed groups,
participant identification numbers are changed randomly from one round to next.
The authors find that there is a monotonic relation between the effectiveness of the
punishment and mean contributions; as the effectiveness goes up, so does the mean
contribution. Average contributions range from 9% in the control treatment to 33%
in treatment 1, 57% in treatment 2, 87% in treatment 3 and 90% in treatment 4. However the effectiveness of the punishment matters, in that it is only in the two “high”
punishment treatments, where each punishment point costs the recipient either three
or four currency units that contributions actually increase over time as in the original
Fehr and Gächter (2000) study. Contributions in the other less effective punishment
treatments show the familiar pattern of decay.
Furthermore, higher contributions sustained on the basis of punishments do not
necessarily translate into higher efficiency. Compared to the control treatment, it is
only in treatment 4 (where the punishment inflicts the maximum penalty on the recipient) that average earnings are consistently higher. So it appears that the mere existence of punishment may not always be sufficient to enhance cooperation. In order
for punishment to truly make a difference, it must inflict a penalty that is substantially
higher than the cost of meting out that punishment.
Figure 3 summarizes that the role of punishment effectiveness on efficiency. It
is only when the punishment has maximum effectiveness, depicted by the line with
stars labeled “4”, that it leads to significant gains in efficiency compared to the control
treatment.
Fig. 3 Cumulative relative
earnings across treatments in
Nikiforakis and Normann
(2008). Source: Nikiforakis and
Normann (2008)
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Egas and Riedl (2008) also report that the only punishment treatment, which succeeds in sustaining cooperation over time is the low cost-high impact treatment where
each punishment point costs the punisher one token but reduces the recipient’s payoff by three tokens. There are two innovative features of this study. The first one is
the large sample size with 846 participants. The second is the non-standard pool of
participants with any Dutch-speaking person eligible to participate, making the participants much more representative of the population as a whole. Participants were
recruited via newspaper advertisements and the experiments were conducted over the
Internet. Another interesting finding is that while contributions to the public good are
only weakly influenced by the age of the participant (given the non-student participant pool in this study, the average age is 35 years with a range of 12–80 years),
older males are significantly more likely to punish, controlling for the punished participant’s level of contribution.21
Carpenter (2007a) approaches the issue of punishment effectiveness by asking
what happens to monitoring of free riders and punishment as the group size becomes
bigger.22 On the one hand, as groups grow, it becomes harder for each individual to
monitor others and as a result free riding might become more prevalent as punishment
becomes less of a deterrent. On the other hand, in larger groups there are more people
monitoring each free-rider, so that free-riders might actually receive more punishment
in total compared to smaller groups.
Carpenter looks at both the effect of the group size, as well as the monitoring fraction, which refers to the fraction of the group each agent can monitor. There are two
group sizes, 5 and 10, two values of the MPCR, 0.375 and 0.75 and four possible
types of monitoring: (1) no monitoring; (2) full monitoring; (3) half monitoring and
(4) single monitoring. In the no monitoring treatment agents see what others contributed but cannot punish them. In full monitoring, agents can punish any and all
other group members as long as they have the resources to do so. In half monitoring,
agents can punish that half of the group which is located closest to them on a circle
and finally in single monitoring they can punish only one other group member.
The parameters of the punishment technology are the same as that in Fehr and
Gächter (2000). For either value of the MPCR, contributions in the 5 person groups
with either full of half monitoring start at about 55% and remain stable around that
mark for the duration of the session. For the 10 person groups, with either full or
half monitoring, contributions start at the same level but then show a clearly increasing profile reaching almost 100% contribution in the last three rounds of interaction.
21 Nikiforakis (2010) reports that the efficacy of punishments also depends on the nature of the feedback

provided to participants. In all prior studies looking at punishments, participants get feedback about individual contributions at the end of each round. These studies report that the availability of punishment
opportunities leads to an increase in contributions. Nikiforakis shows that if participants are shown information about individual earnings at the end of each round, then this leads to significantly lower contributions and lower efficiency compared to a treatment where participants get information about individual
contributions.
22 Isaac and Walker (1988b) and Isaac et al. (1994) examine patterns of contributions in linear public

goods games with groups of 5, 10, 40 and 100 players. Comparing groups of 5 with groups of 10, they
find that contributions are not significantly different with a MPCR of 0.75 while larger groups achieve
higher contributions with a lower MPCR of 0.375. When they look at groups of 40 and 100, they find that
contributions are actually higher compared to groups of 5 or 10 and this is independent of the MPCR.
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In both five and ten person groups, especially with MPCR = 0.75, there is a clear
bifurcation with contributions showing an increasing profile with either full or half
monitoring on the one hand and a decaying pattern with single or no monitoring on
the other.
3.2 Do punishments obey the law of demand?
Anderson and Putterman (2006) explore the price responsiveness of the demand for
punishment by systematically varying the cost of each punishment point. In each
round, participants are divided into groups of three using a “perfect stranger” protocol
and take part in a public goods game for 5 rounds with the cost of a punishment point
changing from one round to the next. There are three treatments. In each treatment
there are five different costs for buying a dollar’s worth of punishment. (For instance,
in one treatment the cost of a dollar of punishment can take of one of five values—0,
30, 60, 90 or 120 cents.) In each treatment, a participant faced each one of the five
costs in random order over the five rounds.
What they find is that, across all treatments, the law of demand does hold for
punishments. Even after controlling for a number of variables including whether a
particular participant contributed more or less than the group average, the amount
of punishment to this participant decreases when the price of punishment goes up.
Assuming rational self-interest as the primary motivating factor, the act of punishment seems to be non-rational, seeing as it yields no strategic benefits especially with
random re-matching of participants at the end of rounds. But there clearly seems to
be a fundamentally rational element of price-responsiveness built into the decision to
punish.
In Carpenter (2007b) participants play in groups of four using a “strangers” protocol for fifteen rounds. This study also has five possible per unit cost of punishment—
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4. So if the cost is 0.25 (4), for instance, that implies it costs 1/4 of
a token (4 tokens) to buy one token of punishment. Participants face these costs either
in ascending or descending order and each value stays unchanged for three consecutive periods. Participants are aware of this sequence. Another major design difference
is that each participant can punish only one other member of her current group.
While Anderson and Putterman (2006) suggest that the demand for punishments
may be elastic, Carpenter concludes that, after controlling for issues such as how
far below the group average a particular participant’s contribution is, the demand for
punishment is inelastic: a 10% increase in the price of punishment leads to about
8% reduction in the quantity demanded. Furthermore, the quantity demanded is not
responsive to changes in income, at least not significantly so.23
23 I have chosen to discuss the Anderson and Putterman (2006) and Carpenter (2007b) papers in a different

section than Nikiforakis and Normann (2008) or Egas and Riedl (2008) for the following reason. In the
two latter papers the cost of buying each punishment point is always constant; what differs is the cost
inflicted on the recipient which can vary from a low to a high value. In the two papers in this section,
each punishment point meted out imposes the same cost on the recipient but the cost of buying each of
those punishment points varies. The net effect is of course the same which is to vary the cost-effectiveness
of punishments. But it is possible that participants may perceive these two mechanisms differently which
might lead to differences in behavior.
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3.3 The possibility of “perverse” punishments
The above discussion suggests that costly monetary punishments of free-riders can
sustain high levels of contribution to the public good. Nikiforakis (2008), however,
sounds a note of caution about the salutary effects of punishments. He shows that
if one allows the possibility of counter-punishments by punished free-riders, cooperators are less willing to punish. He finds that punishments are often “perverse” or
“anti-social” in nature in the sense that those who free-ride often punish those who cooperate and such punishments are driven partly by strategic considerations and partly
by a desire to avenge the punishments meted out by others. In what follows I will
stick to the terms “anti-social” punishment to indicate punishment of high contributors and “pro-social” punishment to indicate the more usual punishment of free-riders
by cooperators.
Nikiforakis looks at two different punishment mechanisms. The punishment treatment is identical to that implemented in Fehr and Gächter (2000) discussed above
with the same punishment costs as shown in Table 1. The other treatment, which is
the primary focus of this study, adds a third counter-punishment stage following the
second punishment stage to each round. At the beginning of this third stage each participant is informed about the number of punishment points assigned to him by his
group members and is given an opportunity to assign counter-punishment points to
those participants in turn. The punishment costs are the same as in stage 2 (shown in
Table 1). These costs work cumulatively. A participant’s final earnings in a round in
this third treatment is his earnings from the public goods game in stage 1 minus all
the income reductions caused by the punishment points assigned to this participant
by others and those assigned by the participant to his peers over the two stages of
punishment and counter-punishment.
A crucial feature of this study is that only those participants who are actually
punished in stage 2 are allowed to engage in counter-punishment and they can only
punish those who punished them in the first place; moreover, a participant must have
a positive payoff in order to carry out any counter-punishment and these must be
carried out in the stage immediately following the punishment.
This is a within subjects design with both fixed groups and random re-matching.
Participants interact for 20 rounds in two blocks which are counter-balanced. In one
of those blocks participants play the standard public goods game while in the other
block they have the opportunity to either engage in punishment or both punishment
and counter-punishment.
Nikiforakis finds that individuals in the punishment treatment are significantly
more likely to contribute to the public account compared to those in the counterpunishment treatment, where contributions show the familiar pattern of decay. The
counter-punishment treatment also leads to lower average earnings compared to both
the punishment treatment and the control treatment.
In looking at why the counter-punishment treatment does worse than the punishment treatment, the author finds that participants in this treatment engage in substantial amounts of “anti-social” punishment which can be attributed to one of two factors
or a combination of those. One is the anticipation by some free-riders of the forthcoming punishment from cooperators and their willingness to retaliate those sanctions.
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Here participants use counter-punishments strategically to signal that future sanctions will not be tolerated and this is especially true in fixed groups, which affords
scope for such signaling. The second factor is the desire to avenge sanctions meted
out to them in previous periods. In fact, participants in the counter-punishment treatment are 15% less likely to punish free-riding compared to the punishment treatment
mostly because cooperators anticipate that this might, in turn, lead to “anti-social”
punishment and wish to avoid the same.
However, Cinyabuguma et al. (2005) suggest that the specific mechanism for implementing counter-punishments might make a big difference to their eventual impact. In the Cinyabuguma et al. study, participants do not learn the identity of those
who punished them. This makes it impossible to engage in targeted revenge. Instead
each participant is told the pattern of punishing high, average and low contributors
in the group in the first stage and then that participant can decide who to counterpunish, i.e. whether to engage in counter-punishment of “pro-social” or “anti-social”
punishers.
Contrary to Nikiforakis, who found that contributions and earnings in the
treatment with counter-punishment were lower than the punishment treatment,
Cinyabuguma et al. find that the availability of counter-punishment does not reduce
either contributions or earnings to levels lower than those achieved in the punishment only treatment; at least not significantly so. It is conceivable that this is due
mostly to the design differences between the two studies. The opportunity to engage
in counter-punishment then seems to have very different impact depending on its
exact implementation.
Ertan et al. (2009) allow their participants to vote on who should be punished—
those who contribute less than, equal to or greater than the group average contribution. The authors find that there are no groups where a majority voted to allow punishment of participants who contribute higher than the group average contribution.
This ruled out the possibility of “anti-social” punishments. In initial votes there is a
tendency to vote for no punishment. However over time, there is a clear evolution towards allowing punishment of low contributors while still prohibiting the punishment
of high contributors.
Hermann et al. (2008) provide even more compelling evidence of such “antisocial” punishments in an ambitious cross-cultural experiment that compares the
behavior of under-graduate students across 16 different locations using a between
subjects protocol.24 The punishment parameters are the same as in Fehr and Gächter
(2000). The incidence of “anti-social” punishments is the lowest among the participants from western industrialized nations where the bulk of the previous experimental
data comes from. This, in turn, suggests that the evidence in favor of the cooperation
enhancing role of punishments that comes from prior experiments run in western
societies may actually be over-estimating the efficacy of such punishments and in
24 These locations are: Athens, Bonn, Boston, Chengdu, Copenhagen, Dnipropetrovs’k, Istanbul, Mel-

bourne, Minsk, Muscat, Nottingham, Riyadh, Samara, Seoul, St. Gallen and Zurich. Henrich et al. (2010)
point out that most people are not WEIRD meaning Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic. Yet the participants in the vast majority of studies including those cited in this article come from
that somewhat unusual pool. Hence, the extent to which these results are applicable to those who are not
WEIRD is open to debate.
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Fig. 4 Mean punishment expenditures across different locations in Hermann et al. (2008). Source: Hermann et al. (2008)

other societies the presence of “anti-social” punishments may actually have a large
detrimental role.
Different participant pools reacted very differently to the punishment received. In
only 11 out 16 societies, those punished in one round for contributing less than the
group average increased their contribution in the next round and the extent of the
mean estimated increase per punishment point received varies considerably. Thus,
punishment did not have an equally strong disciplinary effect on free riders in all
participant pools in increasing their cooperation and in some societies punishments
did not increase cooperation at all. Figure 4 summarizes the nature of pro-social and
anti-social punishments across these diverse societies.
The authors suggest that “anti-social” punishments are more prevalent in societies
which are characterized by (1) a lack of strong social norms of civic cooperation as
expressed in people’s attitudes towards tax evasion, abuse of the welfare system or
dodging fare on public transport and (2) weak law enforcement.25,26
25 The rule of law indicator is based on a number of variables that measure “the extent to which agents have

confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, the
police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of crime and violence”. (Hermann et al. 2008, pp. 1366.)
26 Gächter and Hermann (2010) demonstrate the existence of anti-social punishments using participants

from both urban and rural areas of Russia as well as participants who are “young” (less than 30 years of
age) and “mature” (older than 30). The urban participants come from Kursk and Zheleznogorsk, located
in the so-called “Central Black Earth Zone” about 400 miles south of Moscow. The rural participants are
located in the rural areas around Kursk and in Ust-Kinel. The urban young participants are mostly university students. Participants play two one-shot public goods games, one with punishments and one without,
in groups of three. Each punishment point meted out costs the punisher one token in earnings while it
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3.4 Counter-punishments: revenge or cooperative norm enforcement?
The above suggests that counter-punishments can either be “pro-social” or “antisocial”. “Pro-social” counter-punishments can take two forms. They could be aimed
at (1) those who engage in “anti-social” punishments in the first stage and punish high
contributors or (2) those who fail to punish free-riders. As such “pro-social” counterpunishments should enhance cooperation by deterring free-riding or “anti-social” first
stage punishments and can play a powerful cooperative norm enforcement role. “Antisocial” counter-punishments, on the other hand, are more like acts of revenge. They
are usually carried out by free riders and aimed at cooperators.
An innovative study by Denant-Boemont et al. (2007) addresses these two aspects
of counter-punishment; its role (1) in exacting revenge on those who have punished
one before or (2) in enforcing cooperative norms via punishment of free riders as well
as of those who engage in “anti-social” punishments.
This study uses a between subjects design with groups of four participants and
a “partners” protocol. The principal innovation here is implemented at the third,
counter-punishment stage. In the full information (FI) treatment, players are not only
informed about the contributions of others but also of how each individual sanctioned
each other individual. In the revenge only (RO) treatment, each individual is informed
of the source and quantity of the sanctions directed towards him in a treatment that is
analogous to Nikiforakis (2008) and allows the authors to focus on the “anti-social”
aspect of counter-punishments. In the no revenge (NR) treatment, no individual is
informed about who sanctioned him personally and by how much. Rather, all individuals are informed of the source and the quantity of the sanctions directed toward
each player other than one’s own self. This treatment is similar to that implemented
by Cinyabuguma et al. (2005) and allows for isolating the “norm enforcement” effect
of counter-punishments. There is also a six stage full information treatment but with
five stages of unrestricted sanctioning following the initial contribution decision in
the first stage.
The availability of sanction enforcing “pro-social” punishments coupled with a
restriction on revenge seeking is welfare improving in that earnings in the no revenge
treatment, at 81% of the social optimum, are significantly higher than either the full
information treatment (53% of the optimum) or the revenge only treatment (36% of
the optimum). In the full information treatment, which allows for both “anti-social”
punishments as well as “norm enforcing” punishments, increments in contributions

costs the receiver three tokens in earnings. Gächter and Hermann find that there is significant punishment of cooperators across all subject pools, with people punishing both those who contributed the same
amount as the punisher as well as those who contributed significantly more than the punisher. Rural residents contribute more than urban ones and mature participants contribute more than young ones. Gächter
and Hermann (2009) compare anti-social punishments among university students located in Belgorod and
Yekaterinburg (both in Russia) and those located in Zurich and St. Gallen (in Switzerland). Like Hermann
et al. (2008), Gächter and Hermann (2009) show that there may be a cultural component to the desire
to impose anti-social punishments in that such punishments are far more pronounced among the Russian
participants than among the Swiss participants. Gächter and Hermann (2009) also provide a brief overview
of various mechanisms that enhance cooperation.
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caused by the norm enforcing sanctions are not enough to fully offset the negative
effect exerted on contributions by anti-social counter-punishments.27
3.5 Concluding remarks
The evidence on costly punishments suggests that providing participants with the
opportunity to engage in such punishment of group members can usually help sustain
high levels of contributions. But this finding is subject to at least three caveats.
First, there is the problem that the punishment itself creates a second-level public
good; those who are willing to mete out costly punishment must not only punish freeriders but also those non-punishers who might contribute but do not punish free riders
and hence free ride on others’ punishment and so on. This requires the creation of
“meta-norms” of punishment in the words of Axelrod (1986). However, the existence
of punishment opportunities and of conditional cooperators who are willing to use
such punishment does seem to reduce free riding. And at times, given a long enough
time horizon, as in Gächter et al. (2008), the threat of punishment might be enough
to sustain cooperation without the punishment actually having to be carried out.28
The second problem has to do with the issue of “anti-social” punishments as discussed in Sect. 3.3. The presence of such “anti-social” punishments may result not
only in no increase in cooperation but also seriously reduce efficiency compared to
control treatments with no punishment. The cooperation enhancing effect of punishments seems more prominent in particular participant pools, especially in western
industrialized societies. Also, the exact nature of counter-punishment matters. If participants are only allowed to engage in “pro-social” punishments but not in targeted
revenge, then this could be welfare improving. However, if we allow for both “antisocial” and “norm enforcing” punishments then the net effect is detrimental to cooperation because the increase in cooperation caused by norm enforcing sanctions does
not fully offset the contribution reducing effect of anti-social punishments.
The third problem is that the efficiency implications of costly punishments are
not clear cut. By and large, across the majority of studies cited above, efficiency is
actually lower in treatments with punishment compared to control treatments without punishment. The ability of punishments to enhance efficiency seems to depend
27 The authors also find that adding more stages of unrestricted punishment as in the six stage full infor-

mation treatment is unambiguously welfare reducing. This reduction arises from two sources: a reduction
in contributions and much higher levels of sanctioning. In fact the average punishment points awarded in
this treatment is 2.7 times those in the next highest treatment.
28 Henrich and Boyd (2001) develop a theoretical model to demonstrate that “conformist transmission”

(where agents use the popularity of a choice as an indirect measure of its worth) can address this problem
of higher order punishments and stabilize cooperation. Suppose being punished is sufficiently costly so
that co-operators have higher payoffs than defectors. Then a second-order free rider who cooperates but
does not punish free-riders will achieve a higher payoff because they avoid the punishment cost. But if
defections do not pay, then such defections will occur rarely and by mistake; so over time such defections
become less frequent and as we ascend higher orders of punishing the difference in payoffs between
punishers and second-order free-riders will start to approach zero. Thus conformist transmission, no matter
how weak, will at some stage (t ) be able to overcome payoff biased imitation in the form of free-riding and
stabilize punishment. Once this happens, by backward induction, payoffs will favor strategies that punish
at the (t − 1)th stage, which, in turn, favors punishment in the (t − 2)th stage and so on till cooperation is
stabilized in the very first stage.
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crucially on two things: (1) the cost-effectiveness of the punishment; as shown by
Nikiforakis and Normann (2008) and Egas and Riedl (2008) it is only when the punishment is low cost and high impact that it also leads to an increase in efficiency over
and above any increase in contributions. (2) The other factor that makes a difference
is the time horizon. As Gächter et al. (2008) show, if the time horizon is sufficiently
long, then even low impact punishments can generate efficiency gains that are not
present over a shorter time frame.
These caveats highlight the practical difficulties of implementing such costly decentralized peer punishment. Furthermore, Guala (2010) points out that ethnographic
evidence from tribal societies or the historical evidence on common pool resource
usage does not provide a lot of support for either the use or the efficacy of such costly
monetary punishments. Therefore, mechanisms that rely less on monetary punishments and more on other factors might be easier to adopt. This is what I explore
next.

4 Sustaining cooperation without monetary punishments
Axelrod (1986) suggests that a social norm is essentially an implicit rule that members of society feel compelled to adhere to. One way of creating and sustaining such a
norm is via internalization, where a norm becomes so entrenched in a society that violating it causes psychological discomfort. Below, I explore different ways in which
such internalization may be achieved. I begin by exploring punitive measures that
are non-monetary in nature such as social ostracism or exclusion and then go on to
discuss other non-punitive mechanisms that lead to successful cooperation.
4.1 Even non-monetary punishments can sustain cooperation
Masclet et al. (2003) is a pioneering study demonstrating that non-monetary punishments such as expressions of disapproval can enhance cooperation. This study will
be familiar to most readers and hence I will avoid a lengthy discussion. The authors
compare the efficacy of non-monetary punishments with that of monetary punishments. The latter is similar to those in Fehr and Gächter (2000). In the non-monetary
punishment treatment, participants are given the opportunity of expressing approval
or disapproval of the actions of other group members but these do not affect monetary
payoffs. As with the punishments each participant can assign between zero and ten
points to another participant where zero indicates no disapproval and ten indicates
maximum disapproval.
The authors find that both monetary and non-monetary sanctions initially increase
contributions by a similar amount but that over time, monetary sanctions are more
effective and lead to higher contributions than non-monetary sanctions. Furthermore,
and not surprisingly, they find that non-monetary sanctions are more effective in the
“partners” treatment as opposed to the “strangers” treatment. The authors also find
that the average earnings of participants are higher with either monetary or non-
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monetary punishments compared to the baseline situation where no sanctions are
available.29
Cinyabuguma et al. (2006) look at punishment from a different perspective by
allowing group members the opportunity to expel free-riders by majority vote. This is
a between subjects study with each session consisting of 16 participants all belonging
to the same group, in a “partners” protocol. Participants play for 15 rounds with
two stages in each round. In each round after learning individual contributions, each
participant is given an opportunity to vote to remove an individual from the group.
A group member will be removed from the group if half or more voted to expel that
person and such exclusion is irreversible. Group members who are expelled play a
similar public goods game except with half the endowment in each round compared
to the original group and therefore will potentially earn less.
The authors find that while there are few actual expulsions, a majority of participants voted to expel another participant at least once and typically the ones getting
expulsion votes or actually being expelled are either the lowest contributor or the
second lowest contributor. When a participant receives an expulsion vote in a given
round, even if he is not actually expelled, he responds by increasing his contribution
in the next period, as in Masclet et al. (2003). Both the average contribution to the
public good and the overall earnings are higher in the expulsion treatment than in the
control treatment.
4.2 Sustaining cooperation via non-punitive mechanisms
The studies that look at non-punitive measures can be broadly classified into (1) those
that attempt to foster cooperation among participants without making any attempt to
sort them and (2) those that try to form sorted groups on the basis of similarity of
behavior or preferences.
4.2.1 Sustaining cooperation in non-sorted groups
One obvious mechanism to promote cooperation is to allow for communication
among participants. Ever since Dawes et al. (1977) and Isaac and Walker (1988a)
we have known that communication can improve cooperation. Bochet et al. (2006)
extend this literature by directly comparing the relative efficacy of communication
vis-à-vis punishment in sustaining cooperation using a between subjects design.
The authors look at three types of communication; (1) face-to-face, (2) chat-room
and (3) numerical cheap talk. In the treatments with face-to-face communication,
each participant has the opportunity to talk to the other three group members for five
minutes before the game starts. In the treatments with chat room communication,
each participant can exchange verbal messages with group members via a computer
chat room. In the numerical cheap talk treatment, each participant has the option of
29 Noussair and Tucker (2005) extend the work done by Masclet et al. (2003) by looking at whether the

availability of both monetary and non-monetary sanctions can generate higher welfare than either type on
its own. They find that over time contributions in the non-monetary punishment treatment falls consistently
as the non-monetary sanctions appear to lose effectiveness when not backed up by a monetary sanction.
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typing in a number to indicate his/her potential contribution to the public account. No
other form of communication is allowed.
The authors also look at three more treatments where each particular communication strategy is combined with the opportunity to punish one’s group members. It
costs 0.25 token to punish another participant by 1 token. There is also a punishmentonly treatment which only allows for punishment of group members but no opportunity to communicate.
The main insight of this study is that once face-to-face communication is allowed
contributions jump up to 96% of the maximum which is significantly higher than
those in the control and the punishment-only treatments. Given the already high contributions in the face-to-face condition, allowing punishments on top of that leads to
only a small increase in contributions to 97%. The chat room communication with
punishment does almost as well as the face-to-face treatment and gets average contributions of around 96% while the chat room communication without punishment does
not do as well with contributions averaging 81%. However, both versions of the chat
room treatment do better than either the control or the punishment-only treatment.
Unlike the other communication treatments, the numerical cheap talk treatment with
or without punishments does not exhibit either higher contributions or higher earnings as compared to either the control or the punishment-only treatments.30
Chaudhuri et al. (2006) investigate a different type of communication scheme by
allowing participants to pass advice. The focus here is on the evolution of cooperative
norms using an inter-generational approach. Participants in one generation leave advice for the succeeding generation via free form messages. Such advice can be private
knowledge (advice left by one player in generation t is given only to her immediate
successor in generation t + 1), public knowledge (advice left by players of generation
t is made available to all members of generation t + 1) or common knowledge (where
the advice is not only public but also read aloud by the experimenter). Contributions
in these advice treatments are compared to those in a control treatment with no opportunity to leave advice. Participants play in groups of 5 for 10 rounds. However
each participant in generation t is connected to another participant in the immediately succeeding generation t + 1 and each participant in generation t earns a second
payment which is equal to 50% of the earnings of her generation t + 1 successor.
The authors find that average contributions in the common knowledge of advice
treatment are significantly higher than the other treatments including the control treatment. Common knowledge of advice generates a process of social learning that leads
to high contributions and less free riding. In later generations of the common knowledge treatment contributions and efficiency are greater than 90% of the social optimum and the modal contribution to the public account is the entire token endowment. This behavior is sustained by advice that is generally exhortative, suggesting
high contributions, which in turn creates optimistic beliefs among participants about
others’ contributions.
The authors also collect data on beliefs using an incentive-compatible mechanism.
Average post advice beliefs are the highest in the common knowledge treatment.
30 For two other studies that also explore the role of communication in fostering cooperation in public

goods game see Brosig et al. (2003) and Bochet and Putterman (2009).
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Given the strong positive correlation between beliefs and contributions, it is not surprising that this treatment generated high contributions.
Rege and Telle (2004) examine the impact of social norms via indirect social approval and framing on cooperation. The authors look at the effect of two factors:
(1) social approval and (2) associative framing.
The first no-approval treatment is run using a double-blind protocol, thereby making social approval or disapproval impossible. In the social approval treatment this
anonymity is removed where each participant’s identity and contribution to the public
good are revealed to the group members. In an associative treatment the participants
are referred to as a “community” with the intention of creating social and internalized norms for cooperation, while in a non-associative treatment the instructions are
written in more abstract language. This generates four different conditions—(1) no
approval/non-associative; (2) no approval/ associative; (3) approval/non-associative
and finally (4) approval/associative.
The authors find that the treatments have a significant impact on contributions.
Average contributions increase from 34% in the no-approval/non-associative treatment to 55% in the no-approval/associative treatment, to 68% in the approval/nonassociative treatment to 77% in the approval/associative treatment.31
4.2.2 Cooperation in sorted groups
Chaudhuri (2009) points out, in many of the things we do in life we actually choose
the people we wish to interact with as when we join religious or social groups, ostensibly because these people have preferences similar to ours. Sustaining cooperation
in such sorted groups might prove to be less of a challenge. Below I discuss papers
where such sorting is either (1) exogenous (undertaken by the experimenter on the
basis of a pre-determined rule which may or may not be known to the participants)
or (2) endogenous (allowing participants to form groups or leave groups on their own
accord).
4.2.2.1 Exogenously sorted groups Gunnthorsdottir et al. (2007) investigate this issue by sorting cooperative contributors in the same group. Each session includes 12
31 Seely et al. (2005), look at the role of a “credible assignment”—essentially a non-binding public

announcement—in a linear public goods game. Except they look at a game which will be terminated
after a certain number of periods with a given probability. In essence Seely et al.’s endeavor amounts to
a test of the folk theorem in an infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. Participants are assigned to different treatments where they are asked to adopt various strategies vis-à-vis their contributions to the public
good. The strategy that succeeds in fostering the most cooperation involves using a “grim trigger”. Here
participants are asked to make the socially optimal contribution to the public account as long as the other
group members do so but contribute nothing in all subsequent periods following a deviation from this
norm. But given that this is not a finitely repeated game and hence the strategic considerations are quite
different, I will avoid a more elaborate discussion of this study. Chaudhuri and Paichayontvijit (2010a)
compare the efficacy of such public announcements with that of costly punishments in a finitely repeated
linear public goods game. They find that contributions in the initial rounds are higher in the treatment
with an announcement compared to the control and punishment treatments. However contributions decay
much faster in the treatment with an announcement whereas contributions increase in the treatment with
punishments over time. Payoffs are higher in the announcement treatment in the initial rounds but decrease
over time whereas payoffs increase in the punishment treatment over time.
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participants. Participants are grouped into four where they play 10 rounds of a public
goods experiment with three possible values of the MPCR: 0.3, 0.5 and 0.75. The authors look at two different grouping rules: (1) participants are randomly re-matched
into different groups at the end of each round (Random treatment) and (2) participants are sorted into groups depending on their contribution at the end of each round
(Sorted treatment). The four participants who contribute the most to the public account are placed into one group; the fifth to eighth highest contributors are placed
into another group; and the four lowest contributors are placed in the third group.
Hence the grouping is dependent on the contribution in the current round. To avoid
strategic behavior participants are not informed about how the groups are formed.
For a given value of the MPCR, contributions among the sorted groups are always
greater than among randomly formed groups. Also the decay in contributions is much
slower among sorted groups compared to the randomly formed groups with little or
no decay in the two sorted treatments with MPCR = 0.5 and MPCR = 0.75.
The authors define “free-riders” as those who contribute 30% or less of their endowment to the public account. The rest are defined as “cooperators”. Within each
MPCR, by round 4 at the latest, contributions by cooperators in the sorted treatment
exceed contributions by cooperators in the random treatment. Since the sorted treatment reduces the number of interactions between cooperators and free-riders, the authors conclude that higher contributions by the cooperators in this treatment are due
primarily to the more efficacious nature of their prior interactions and the exposure
to a history of cooperative interactions. On the other hand, the decay in contribution in the random re-matching treatment is due almost entirely to the reduction in
contribution by the cooperators who experience much greater interaction with free
riders.
In Gächter and Thöni (2005) participants first take part in a “ranking experiment”
which consists of playing a one-shot linear public goods game with an MPCR of
0.6 in randomly formed groups of three. Participants did not receive any information
about the contribution of other group members or their earnings at this point. Following this, participants take part in the main experiment which consists of playing a
ten-period repeated linear public goods game.
For the main experiment, the three highest contributors in the ranking experiment
are put together in one group, the next three in the second group and so on till the
three lowest contributors who form the last group. Participants get to know how these
groups are formed and are also informed how much their new group members contributed in the ranking experiment.
There is also a control treatment, where the groups are formed randomly and has
nothing to do with what the participants contributed in the ranking experiment. The
authors also combine the two grouping protocols with the opportunity to punish group
members. This then gives rise to four separate conditions: (1) Sorted no punishment;
(2) Random no punishment; (3) Sorted punishment and (4) Random punishment.
Sorting people into groups based on their performance in the ranking exercise led
to a substantial increase in contributions. Even without any punishment opportunities, the top third of contributors in the sorted groups contribute significantly more
than the most cooperative third in the randomly formed groups with average contributions of 70% of the social optimum among sorted groups and only 48% of the social
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optimum among random groups. Not only that, the three highest contributors in the
sorted groups achieved the same level of contribution as the most cooperative third
of randomly formed groups even when the latter had a punishment option at their
disposal. The availability of a punishment opportunity does not make a difference in
sorted groups since the three highest contributors in the treatment with sorting but no
punishment manage to sustain the same level of cooperation as those in the treatment
with sorting and punishment.
de Oleveira et al. (2009) also engage in exogenous sorting but in their study some
participants are explicitly informed about the type of the other group members while
others are not. So the focus is on the role of information regarding the type of group
members. Participants first play a one-shot public goods game where they are categorized either as “Conditional Cooperators” or as “Selfish” using the same approach
as in FGF. Then, on a different day they take part in a linear public goods game repeated for 15 rounds. Participants are placed into groups of three, where the groups
can be (1) homogeneous, consisting of either all conditional cooperators or all selfish players or (2) heterogeneous, consisting of two players of one type and one of
the other. In the Known Distribution treatment, participants are explicitly told about
the composition of the group prior to starting the experiment, while in the Unknown
Distribution treatment they are not given this information. In both treatments, the
participant knows his own type. The composition of the groups remains unchanged
for the duration of the session.
There are two important insights coming out of this study. First, not surprisingly
contributions in groups with three conditional cooperators are significantly higher
than in those with two conditional cooperators or one. But more importantly, contributions in groups with three conditional cooperators are higher when the distribution
is known as opposed to when it is unknown. This suggests that the mere presence
of conditional cooperators (which can conceivably be inferred from the contribution
patterns) is not enough, conditional cooperators need to know that there are no selfish types in their group for them to sustain cooperation. This latter finding echoes the
results reported by Chaudhuri and Paichayontvijit (2006) that conditional cooperators cooperate more when they are made aware of the presence of other conditional
cooperators.32
4.2.2.2 Endogenous sorting of participants Page et al.’s (2005) approach is similar
to Gächter and Thöni (2005) except that in Page et al. participants can choose who
they want in a group with them. There are 16 participants in each one of four sessions.
At periodic intervals during a session, each participant is shown a list, without other
identifying information and in a random order, of each of the other 15 participants’
average contribution to the public account till that point. Participants are then given
the opportunity to express a preference among possible future partners by ranking
them. The four individuals with the lowest rank are then put together in the same
32 Burlando and Guala (2005) also form sorted groups of four based on their classification of participants

as described in Sect. 2 above. These sorted groups then play a linear public goods game for 10 rounds a
week later. The striking finding of this study is that in the second session with sorted groups—the groups
consisting of all unconditional cooperators or all conditional cooperators achieved almost full cooperation
for the entire duration of the session.
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group. Here the group size is always equal to four, except participants get to choose
which group they wish to belong to.
After new groups are formed, participants resume play without information about
whom they have been grouped with, a matter on which only indirect inference can
be made by observing one’s three partners’ contributions. The authors also look separately at a punishment treatment and a combined treatment with regrouping and
punishment.
Regrouping leads to significant increases in contribution to the public good compared to the control treatment. Moreover, average contributions in the regrouping
treatment are about the same as in the punishment treatment (about 70% of the social
optimum on average). Thus the participants’ abilities to influence with whom they
are grouped has a demonstrable positive effect on cooperation and efficiency in this
study.33
The last two studies discussed in this section adopt a more complex mechanism
where both the size and the composition of the group are determined endogenously. In
Ehrhart and Keser (1999) there are five sessions with 18 participants in each playing
for 30 rounds. Participants in a session are divided into two populations of 9 each.
No participant knows who the other 8 members of the population are. In the first
round of a session the 9 members of a population are randomly assigned to a three
3-person groups. From the second round onwards, each round consists of two stages.
In the first stage, participants make contribution decisions as usual. Participants here
get to see the contributions of all members of the population. In the second stage,
each participant gets to decide whether to continue with the same group or whether
to leave the group at a cost. It is possible for a participant to leave and form a one
member group during the particular round.
The returns to the public good are set in a way that the socially efficient outcome
would be to form a “grand coalition” with all 9 members of the population belonging
to the same group. However, Ehrhart and Keser find that this grand coalition is seldom
achieved. Because the returns are higher with increasing group size, groups with
higher contributions tend to grow in size. But as they do, the extent of free riding
within the group increases as well preventing the groups from reaching the optimal
size. Participants who make high contributions are more likely to leave a larger group
and form a smaller one (or even a “single”) while free-riders are more likely to join
larger groups in order to reap the economies of scale.
Charness and Yang (2007) undertake a more elaborate investigation where participants are not only free to leave their current groups as in Ehrhart and Keser (1999)
but they can also vote to expel group members as in Cinyabuguma et al. (2006).
33 Ones and Putterman (2007) also study the impact of costly punishments in a situation where groups are

sorted according to their levels of cooperation and find that groups consisting of participants with similar
cooperative tendencies outperform randomly composed groups. They extend the findings of Page et al.
(2005) and Gächter and Thöni (2005) by testing whether cooperative preferences are stable over time and
whether differences in group outcomes can be predicted by knowing the types of participants who compose
those groups. Like Gunnthorsdottir et al. (2007), Ones and Putterman (2007) find that early contributions
can serve as a significant predictor of contributions in later periods. Moreover the combination of own
type measures coupled with measures of experiences of interacting with other groups members can explain
substantial parts of the variation in later contributions by participants.
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However, here the expulsion vote is less punitive because expelled members are free
to join other groups or remain as “singles” with the same endowment. Thus expulsion need not imply a reduction in payoff. Beyond this, there are also opportunities
for mergers among groups as a whole. There are two experimental treatments and a
control treatment, each consisting of two blocks of 15 rounds each.
The main focus of interest in this study is their treatment 2, where 9 people in a
“society” are placed into three groups of 3 participants each and play a public goods
game for 3 rounds. The social value of an allocation to the public account depends
on the group size and as in Ehrhart and Keser’s study, the greatest group returns
are achieved by forming a “grand coalition” where all 9 members of society belong
to the same group. After the first three periods, participants learn about the average
contribution of each other individual in their society (by identification number only)
for those three periods. At that point participants can choose to either exit the group
or vote to expel other group members. Groups are allowed to merge as well. After the
end of the first segment of 15 rounds, groups are re-formed and play a second set of
15 rounds which proceed along similar lines.
Clearly endogenous group formation enhances contributions to the public good in
comparison to exogenously formed groups as in the control treatment. While the contribution rate in exogenously formed groups in a control treatment steadily decline to
around 25% of the social optimum, in endogenously formed groups the rate increases
to above 95% in the later periods.
Contrary to Ehrhart and Keser (1999), the most commonly occurring group composition in this treatment is in fact the grand coalition of with all 9 members of society belonging to the same group followed by 8-1 and 7-2 splits respectively and
these larger groups tend to be quite stable over time. The authors also find that participants are less likely to exclude another group member the higher that member’s
contribution vis-à-vis the group average and individuals/groups are more likely to
merge with another group, when that latter group is larger and achieves higher average contributions vis-à-vis the contributions in the former group. Given the ability to
sort cooperators in this treatment, profit-maximizing participants find that it pays to
cooperate given that they manage to belong to groups where others also contribute.34
4.3 Concluding remarks
The evidence presented in this section suggests that in the presence of conditional
cooperators, contributions to the public good can be sustained by means other than
34 See Ahn et al. (2009) for a study looking at endogenous group formation in a congestible, rather than

pure, public goods game. In this game, the payoff function is such that the contributions become increasingly more expensive the higher the contribution level. Payoff is also decreasing in increasing group size.
Kosfeld et al. (2009) also examine the issue of endogenous formation of institutions using theory and experiments. Prior to taking part in a public goods game, participants get to decide whether to join a group
that will allow for punishment of free-riders or a group where no such punishment is possible. They find
that subjects frequently implement an organization with punishment and like Charness and Yang (2007)
the majority of these consist of the “grand coalition” of all four group members. However, the experimental implementation of their theoretical model raises questions because in the actual experiment those who
join the groups with sanction are constrained to contribute their endowment to the public account while the
possible punishment of non-contributors is a major factor behind the formation of the sanctioning groups
in the first place. This renders their conclusions somewhat difficult to interpret.
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monetary punishments. These may include non-monetary punitive measures such as
expressions of disapproval or social exclusion. They could also include other interventions such as different types of communication including advice giving from one
generation to next and assortative matching of like-minded participants. While in
some cases such assortative matching is achieved exogenously with the experimenter
sorting participants into groups based on similarities in their behavior or preferences,
in some cases, participants left to themselves can form cooperative groups endogenously and can sustain cooperation via either expulsion of free-riders or via leaving
less cooperative groups for more cooperative ones.

5 Conclusion: where to from here?
We now have a fairly clear picture about the preference heterogeneity among participants and the preponderance of conditional cooperators. We also have a good idea
of how we can go about creating institutions—particularly those relying on costly
punishments—that exploit such conditional aspects of behavior to sustain cooperation. I think that the value added by yet another paper exploring these issues is going
to be limited.
What then would be fruitful avenues of exploration? One obvious way forward is
to apply the lessons learned to “field” settings in designing institutions that deal with
social dilemmas. There is already a fairly robust literature in the area. Nevertheless,
the evidence cited by Frey and Meier (2004), Gächter (2007), Ostrom (1990) and
Ostrom et al. (1994) and Ostrom’s being awarded the 2009 Nobel memorial prize
in economics suggests a renewed and wider interest in policy implications of these
findings.35
I think that the phenomenon of contributions decay might lead to further work in
the area in terms of both experiments and theory. Existing theoretical models in this
area all assume complete information regarding player types. It is possible that one
potential area of advance would involve assuming asymmetric information regarding
types. There are two ways to think about such incomplete information; one is to
assume heterogeneity in types (such as conditional cooperators and free riders) and
the other is to assume heterogeneity in prior beliefs among conditional cooperators
and then look for sequential equilibria in such games. Of course, it is hard to predict
how tractable these models might be and how much additional light they might shed
on the controversies at hand.
It is also clear that there will continue to be substantial contributions to this literature from a neuroeconomic perspective as in de Quervain et al. (2004), Fehr and
Camerer (2007), Knoch et al. (2010) and Spitzer et al. (2007) especially in terms of
understanding the motives behind altruistic punishments and norm compliance.
35 The possible applications are numerous including charitable contributions (Andreoni 2006; Andreoni

and Petrie 2004; List and Lucking-Reiley 2002; Martin and Randal 2008; Vesterlund 2003), tax compliance
(Andreoni et al. 1998; Frey and Torgler 2007), managing natural resources (Cardenas et al. 2002; Carpenter
and Seki 2009; Ostrom 1990; Ostrom et al. 1994), labor relations (Bewley 1999, 2005), legal enforcement
(Bohnet et al. 2001; Kahan 2005) and many others, possibly unexplored as of yet.
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Finally, this line of work is expanding upon traditional socio-biological theories
of human cooperation with their emphasis on individual selection such as kin selection (Hamilton 1964), reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971) or costly signaling (Zahavi and Zahavi 1997). In fact, the emerging literature on “strong reciprocity” (see
Gintis et al. 2005 for a broad overview) argues that the presence of homo reciprocans—conditional cooperators who are willing to punish free riders even if such
punishment is costly to the punishers—may be the primary driving force behind
sustaining cooperation in a variety of social settings. These insights seem to provide new evidence in favor of group (or multi-level) selection as well as geneculture co-evolution (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981;
Sober and Wilson 1998) as opposed to selection at the level of the individual. The
findings of this line of work, especially those carried out among small-scale tribal
societies, as in Henrich et al. (2004) or Efferson et al. (2010), will likely provide
valuable clues to human evolutionary processes.
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